City of Portland, Oregon, TNC Drivers Committee
Quarterly Ombudsperson Report, January 29, 2021
Prepared for TNC Drivers Committee Meeting February 8, 2021

Executive Summary
This quarter, complaints decreased slightly with a total of 13 new complaints filed compared to 21
last quarter. However, this report covers only two months versus three in the past report. Drivers
filed complaints in the categories of deactivation or suspension, compensation, damages,
technology, ratings, and one issue regarding city regulations.
Of the 21 complaints from the November 19, 2020 Quarter 4 Report, 11 were still pending at the
time the Quarter 4 Report was submitted. Of those 11, 10 are now closed with just one still pending
and open.
Out of the 13 complaints received this quarter, 4 have been resolved satisfactorily for the driver and
TNC, one was closed with a neutral resolution (neither a positive nor negative resolution), one was
referred to the DMV, and 7 are open and pending.
Since the last report, Ombuds became aware of a third‐party administrator called the 7x7
Experience that offers quality improvement courses. For $49, an active Uber driver may take the
course to learn about how to improve their ratings, and if deactivated for a low overall rating, may
complete the course and re‐apply for reactivation, although this does not guarantee reinstatement
as an active driver.1 Lyft does not have a formal program in place although the company advised it is
willing to review a deactivation on request of a driver via the Ombuds process to confirm that
proper actions were taken. Information about the success of usage of this program from the drivers’
perspective will be gathered and presented at the next Committee meeting.
This report concludes with three recommendations by drivers: 1) Distracted driving law impacted by
use of app while driving, 2) Uber should give drivers the ride destination prior to the driver deciding
to accept a ride, and 3) that long pickup premiums are not consistently paid by Uber. (See pages 7‐8
of report). We have not included any new recommendations in this report and instead, refer readers
to prior recommendations made in 2020 (appendix at page 9 contains summaries). The Ombuds
prior recommendations to the TNC Committee are: 1) procedural due process in suspension and
deactivation of drivers, 2) improved transparency in how drivers’ compensation is calculated, 3) 24‐
7 customer service for drivers with urgent issues such as account fraud, and 4) dash cameras
available to drivers at reduced or no cost.

1

https://help.uber.com/driving‐and‐delivering/article/quality‐improvement‐courses?nodeId=9deed9cc‐6221‐43f8‐
b699‐aaf0d0653569
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Introduction
In the 5th Quarter, a total of 13 complaints were filed.
The complaints by category in QR5: 13






Deactivation/Offboarding/Suspension: 7
Compensation: 2
Damages: 1
Technology: 1
Other Complaints: 2

Status of Complaints filed in current reporting period (QR5):





Complaints resolved as driver requested / in favor of driver & TNC: 4
Complaints open / pending: 7
Complaints unresolved / closed: 1
Complaints referred to outside source: 1

Complaints Filed by Category
Nov. 2020 ‐ Jan. 2021
Technology Issue
8% (1)

Compensation
15% (2)

Other Complaints
15% (2)
Damage to Personal
Vehicle
8% (1)

Deactivation / Suspension
54% (7)
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Resolutions
Nov. 2020 ‐ Jan. 2021

Closed ‐ Driver
Unresponsive or
Withdrew, 4% (1)
Closed ‐ Neutral
Resolution, 4% (1)

Open / Pending, 31% (7)

Closed ‐ Referred to
Arbitration / Small Claims
Court / Other, 22% (5)

Satisfactory to Driver and
TNC, 39% (9)

Update on Closure of Pending/Open Complaints in the Fourth Quarterly Report (November 2020).
Of the 21 complaints from the November 19, 2020 Quarterly Report, 11 were still pending at the
time the Quarter 4 Report was submitted. Of those 11, 10 have now been closed with one pending
and open.


Uber. 19055‐00. Driver's license expired in September and their Uber account was
suspended despite Oregon’s extension of driver’s license expiration dates. Driver renewed
their license and was promptly reactivated by Uber. Uber stated that driver had been locked
out of the platform due to a technical glitch. Driver had opted out of Uber’s arbitration
clause and requested reimbursement via Ombuds for lost wages. Uber and driver mutually
settled on an amount for the inconvenience fee and the file was closed.



Lyft. 19058‐00. Driver's permits expired and attempts to contact Lyft were not successful.
Ombuds contacted PBOT for more information and was advised that driver’s permit was
mailed in mid‐October (prior to driver’s complaint submission). Ombuds contacted driver to
confirm resolution but closed file after being unable to reach driver after multiple attempts.



Uber. 19059‐00. Driver's Uber account was suspended because driver had not received the
permanent authorization for the knowledge test completion from PBOT. Ombuds contacted
PBOT and was advised that driver was supplied with a link to Uber's test and a phone
number for additional questions. Ombuds was unable to confirm resolution with driver after
three attempts and closed file.
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Uber. 19060‐02. Driver believed they qualified for a $475 promotion after completing over
20 trips but was paid only $280. Ombuds contacted Uber and TNC responded that the
promotion was offered at two levels (1st was 50 rides, 2nd was 70 rides) and that driver was
paid in two installments totaling $475. Driver confirmed they were fully paid, and complaint
was closed.



Lyft & Uber. 19062‐00. Driver filed a complaint after both their Uber and Lyft accounts were
deactivated in January 2020. Driver believed deactivation was due to a personal criminal
matter that had been dismissed. PBOT reviewed the information and recommended driver
obtain an updated background report from Checkr and file a dispute with Uber. PBOT
determined that driver was removed from Lyft’s platform due to a rider complaint. Ombuds
attempted to make contact with driver several times, but closed file due to no response.2



Uber. 19065‐00. Driver's account was suspended in June 2020. Ombuds contacted PBOT who
determined that driver had no disqualifying factors on their motor vehicle record, but that
driver had downgraded their CDL license which triggered the deactivation based on a CDL
code in their background report. Ombuds contacted Uber and driver was reinstated to the
platform within three days. File closed after confirming driver was reinstated.



Uber. 19068‐00. Driver's account was deactivated in July 2019 after multiple rider complaints
of interpersonal conflict. At request of Ombuds, Uber reviewed driver's account again but
decided that deactivation should remain final. Ombuds sent arbitration materials to driver
and closed file.



Lyft. 19063‐00. Driver’s account was deactivated in 2015 but driver was unsure of the details
surrounding deactivation and had attempted to reapply for an account twice. Ombuds
contacted Lyft who advised that driver was deactivated based on passenger ratings. Ombuds
contacted driver three times for additional information but sent arbitration information and
closed file after driver was unresponsive.



Uber. 19063‐01. Driver’s account was deactivated in 2014. Driver sought reinstatement in
addition to the details surrounding deactivation. Ombuds reached out to Uber and was
advised that driver’s account was deactivated due to extremely low rider satisfaction ratings
that went below Uber’s ratings threshold. Ombuds sent arbitration materials and a link to
the 7x7 Experience Quality Improvement Course to driver. File closed.



Lyft. 19067‐00. Driver participated in a $25 five in a row ride incentive for Lyft. Driver was
not paid the incentive after their ride history showed ride 5 of 5 had lapsed (driver accepted
another ride two minutes later). Driver argued that they accepted every ride request and
were never notified of a missed or lapsed ride during the streak. Ombuds made multiple
attempts at reimbursement, but Lyft maintained that driver was ineligible and the missed
ride was likely due to connectivity issues on the driver’s end. Ombuds sent driver arbitration
and small claims materials and closed file.

Typically the Ombuds would work with a driver on complaints of this type. The Ombuds may reopen a complaint later
or a driver could file a new complaint.
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Detail of Complaints by Category in Current Reporting Period3
Deactivation / Offboarding / Suspension – 7 Complaints
o Three complaints were filed by drivers deactivated or suspended due to PBOT Regulations:


Lyft. 19069‐00. Driver was suspended from Lyft’s platform after their annual driving report
showed two traffic violations in 2020, one of which was not their fault. Ombuds contacted
PBOT who reviewed driver’s motor vehicle record and determined that driver was approved
under Portland City Code. Ombuds contacted Lyft with this information and driver’s account
was reinstated the next day. File closed.



Uber. 19074‐00. Driver’s account was suspended due to the expiration of their Portland
business license. Driver did not believe this license had an expiration date and filed a TNC
complaint. Ombuds contacted PBOT who advised that the Revenue Bureau has transitioned
to a new system and it appears it requires everyone to apply for a new license (which can be
completed online). PBOT is still looking into whether the Revenue Bureau is requiring drivers
to renew their business license annually. Driver was given this information and encouraged
to apply for a new license. File is open pending a response from driver.



Lyft. 19075‐00. Driver’s account was suspended after they received a Notice of Cancellation
from the City. Ombuds reached out to PBOT who reviewed driver’s motor vehicle record
which showed a license suspension within the last three years. Driver disputes this
information and says the license suspension occurred in 2014 for which they paid fees and
took classes. PBOT reiterated that driver is not eligible to drive per City Code until April 2022.
Ombuds referred driver to the DMV to request an administrative review of their motor
vehicle record. File closed.

o Three drivers filed complaints for deactivations after riders filed specific complaints:


Lyft. 19068‐01. Driver reported that their account was deactivated in 2019 due to “safety
concerns.” Ombuds contacted Lyft for more detail surrounding driver’s deactivation. Lyft
reviewed driver’s account again and decided that the prior rider complaint related to an
inappropriate comment by driver warranted a warning instead of deactivation. Driver’s
account was reactivated, although Ombuds was unable to confirm this resolution with
driver. File closed.



Uber. 19072‐00. Driver filed complaint after they were deactivated for multiple rider
complaints. Driver reported they did not have notice of the complaints and lacked sufficient
detail about the complaints or an opportunity to respond. Uber responded that the driver

3

In some cases, the driver’s report/complaint has not been validated by documentation, or the TNC, and some
statements by complainants in this report are disputed by the TNC.
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had three very specific complaints filed by riders about rude and unprofessional behavior
and driver had not responded to messages from Uber previously. Complaint is open and
pending.


Uber. 19067‐01. A driver’s access to the platform was suspended pending an investigation
into a rider’s complaint related to race. Complaint is open and pending.

o One driver filed a complaint regarding suspension for an accusation of fraud:


Uber. 19073‐00. Driver filed a complaint after he was prohibited from giving rides to and
from the Portland Airport in 2018. Driver’s account had been flagged for fraudulent activity
for using a GPS location device (“spoofing”) to move through the airport queue, although
driver disputed this claim and believed the model of their phone was causing the issues.
Ombuds contacted Uber and after escalating the issue, the TNC granted an exception to
driver and lifted driver’s ban on Portland Airport rides. Driver confirmed they were able to
give airport rides and file was closed.

Compensation – 2 Complaints


Uber. 19057‐01. Driver filed complaint asking to be reimbursed $113 by Uber for a return
trip from Eugene. Driver had two specific complaints: 1) drivers do not know until after a ride
is accepted the length of the trip (here, 100+ miles to Eugene, OR), and 2) driver did not
know they cannot drive within the city of Eugene without obtaining authorization. In driver’s
case, they reported they accepted a ride request that read “30+ minutes” before they knew
it was over 100 miles to Eugene. Driver accepted the ride because another driver would have
to take this ride if he did not, and he believed he could take a return ride back from Eugene.
Once in Eugene, he learned he was prohibited from driving in that City. Ombuds asked for
clarification from Uber about the long trip process, and if drivers are notified of the
jurisdictional limits placed on drivers. Uber responded that drivers are given a notification if
a trip is greater than 45 miles, and when onboarded they are notified of the limits on driving
at the Green Light Hub. Company responded that driver will not be reimbursed, complaint
closed and driver referred to arbitration and small claims court.



Uber. 19070‐00. Driver participated in a promotion to give 50 trips for a bonus of $250,
although the promotion was cut by 50% after a rider requested two rides in a row. Within 24
hours, driver contacted Ombuds to report that Uber had fully paid the promotion as a
courtesy and resolved the issue. This issue resolved prior to Ombuds contacting the TNC. File
closed.

Damages – 1 Complaint


Uber. 19057‐03. Underpaid damages, insurance deductible. Driver filed complaint after rider
vandalized exterior of car following a disagreement with the rider. Rider was under legal age
and not permitted to ride by Uber’s policies without an adult over 18 present. Driver asked
to be reimbursed for the cost of repairs, Uber’s responsibility is not triggered under their
terms of service until a $1000 deductible is met. Complaint is open and pending.
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Technology – 1 Complaint


Uber. 19057‐02. Driver filed a safety complaint because he declined three rides in a row and
when he was logged out of the app, believed this discontinued his navigation service causing
a safety concern. Company responded that navigation would not be discontinued if they
were no longer using the app. Complaint is open and pending.

Other – 2 Complaints


19071‐00. Driver submitted a complaint based on a Portland City Code that a TNC vehicle
model cannot be more than 10 years old even though driver believed that Lyft and Uber
allow vehicle models up to 15 years old. Ombuds researched and confirmed with PBOT that
there was no exception to this Code for TNC drivers and informed driver. File closed.



19060‐03. Uber. Driver filed a complaint after their Uber Pro Acceptance Rate went from the
mid‐90’s to 37% in the span of a few months. Driver believes the frequency of long‐
distance/premium pickup likely rides is the reason their rating has lowered and reported that
they do not always decline long‐distance rides. When asked, Uber responded that
acceptance rates are automatically calculated (acceptance rate = total # of accepted trips in
last 30 days / total # of offers received in last 30 days). Ombuds passed this information onto
driver. File is open and pending a response from driver.

Proposed Changes by Drivers
Oregon Distracted Driving Law and Accepting TNC Rides
A driver reported concerns because it is sometimes difficult to touch their cell phone screen to
accept a ride while driving, and that drivers are penalized by the TNCs for not accepting all rides
during bonus streaks. The Oregon Distracted Driving Law says it is illegal to drive while holding or
using an electronic device, but there are some exceptions. Most notably, the law does not apply in
these instances4:




When using hands‐free or built‐in devices, if you are 18 years of age or older.
Use of a single touch or swipe to activate or deactivate the device.
When parked safely, i.e., stopped in a designated parking spot. It is NOT legal to use the
device when stopped at a stop light, stop sign, in traffic, etc.

Anything more than a single touch or swipe of a driver’s cell phone while driving could potentially
get a TNC driver ticketed under this law.

4

For more information about the Oregon Distracted Driving Law, please see:
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/safety/pages/distracted.aspx.
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Access to Destination Prior to Accepting Rides
A driver reports that Uber no longer shows the destination of a potential rider prior to driver
accepting the ride. This scenario may lead to a driver unknowingly accepting a ride with a
destination that is out of jurisdiction. Further, the app does not provide notice that a jurisdictional
limit exists. Any time, money, and mileage spent driving back to a destination within jurisdiction will
come out of the driver’s pocket.
Long Pickup Premiums are not Paid Consistently
A driver states that long distance pickup premiums are not paid consistently by Uber and that a
message en route showing “Pickup Premium Likely” does not always guarantee that a driver will be
paid a premium. According to Uber5, “premiums are paid on trips where the time spent traveling to
the pickup location exceeds a predetermined Long Pickup Threshold.” The Long Pickup Threshold for
Portland is 540 seconds (9 minutes). Other Long Pickup Thresholds can be found in the Fares section
of the app’s dashboard.

TNC Ombuds Team:
Sally LaJoie, LaJoie Mediation and Consulting, LLC
sally@lajoiemediation.com
971‐361‐9875
Hank Kaplan, Attorney at Bennett Hartman, LLP
hank@bennetthartman.com
503‐227‐4600
Leah Bazzani, Paralegal at Bennett Hartman, LLP
leah@bennetthartman.com
503‐227‐4600

5

For more information about Uber’s Long Pickup Premiums, please see: https://help.uber.com/driving‐and‐
delivering/article/how‐are‐long‐pickup‐premiums‐calculated?nodeId=20d33df7‐7317‐4f86‐aa38‐5db09a219c27.
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Appendix 1
Ombuds Recommendations by Quarter
Quarter 1: January 13, 2019 Recommendations
Recommendation 1:
Timeline for Compensation Review by TNCs
Recommendation 2:
Uber Compensation made by TNC in Responses to Complaint treated as Settled
Recommendation 3:
Procedural Due Process in Suspension and Deactivation of Drivers
Quarter 2: June 30, 2020 Recommendations
Recommendation 1:
Procedural Due Process in Suspension and Deactivation of Drivers
Recommendation 2:
Service Animal Policy Protections for Drivers and Riders Under the ADA
Quarter 3: September 14, 2020 Recommendations
Recommendation 1:
Procedural Due Process in Suspension and Deactivation of Drivers
Recommendation 2:
Transparency of Lyft Platform and Service Fees
Recommendation 3:
Dash Cameras Available to Drivers at Reduced or No‐Cost
Recommendation 4:
24 Hour TNC Customer Service Line for Drivers Experiencing Fraud and Other Urgent Matters
Quarter 4: November 30, 2020 Recommendations
Recommendations were the same as prior months.
Quarter 5: February 8, 2021 Recommendations
No additional recommendations.
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Status of Ombuds and Committee Recommendations
Two recommendations have been considered by the Drivers’ Advisory Committee and approved:
1. Transparency of Lyft Platform and Service Fees
Committee recommended greater transparency in compensation, with 30 days’ notice
provided to drivers of any changes by the TNC. The Committee voted to approve a change to
the Portland Code at the November 30, 2020 Drivers’ Advisory Committee meeting. (copy of
proposed code change is at page 11 of report)

2. Procedural Due Process in Suspension and Deactivation of Drivers
Committee consensus in June and September 2020 was to move forward the Ombuds
recommendation (“Cooperation with the Ombuds and Procedural Due Process in Suspension
and Deactivation of Drivers”), via a City of Portland Code change. Language for a Code
revision was thus drafted and reviewed at the October 19, 2020 TNC Drivers Advisory
Committee meeting. It was then revised and presented again at the next Committee meeting
on November 30th and discussed as a general topic. Draft language is again before the
Committee for action at the February 8, 2021 meeting. If approved, this language will be
presented to the Director of the Portland Bureau of Transportation. (copy of November 30,
2020 proposed code change for review is at page 12‐13 of report)
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TNC Driver’s Committee Meeting – November 30, 2020
EXHIBIT B
Committee Action Item
The proposed language below may appear in a new section of code if recommended by the committee and
approved by the Bureau Director and City Council.
Topic: Revised Service Agreement Leading to Diminished (Compensation Transparency)
To be added to section 16.40.030, “Definitions”
“Base Financial Compensation” Base Financial Compensation shall be defined as the base per-minute,
per-mile, flat, or minimum rate that a driver receives for providing TNC services. Base Financial
Compensation shall not include surge pricing or other financial incentives or concessions.

To be added to another section in the existing code
1. TNCs shall make Base Financial Compensation rates available to drivers in a clear and transparent
manner. Current Base Financial Compensation rates shall be accessible by every permitted/certified
driver, through the TNC application and must display:
a. current rate of financial compensation mile;
b. current rate of financial compensation per minute; and
c. the current flat or minimum rate per ride when applicable.
2. When adjusting Base Financial Compensation, TNCs must inform the driver a minimum of 30 days
prior to the rate adjustment. The notification shall include:
a. the current rate and the new proposed rate per mile;
b. the current rate and the new proposed rate per minute;
c. the current rate and the new flat or minimum rate per ride when applicable; and
d. the effective date of the rate changes.
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TNC Driver’s Committee Meeting – November 30, 2020
EXHIBIT A
Revised for Committee Consideration
The proposed language below may appear in a new section of code if recommended by the committee
and approved by the Bureau Director and City Council.
Topic: Deactivated or Lost Access to Drivers (Ombuds and TNC Investigation Process)

A. Permitted TNC companies must cooperate with the Ombuds program to resolve disputes
with drivers, support and foster the goodwill and trust between our community, the TNC
drivers and the Transportation Network Companies.
B. Within seven calendar days permitted TNC companies will provide documentation
requested by the Ombuds office to investigate driver complaints. Documentation may include
but not be limited to:
1. Complaints filed by riders related to the driver
2. All documents, statements or evidence provided by the riders
3. Copies of all correspondence between the TNC and the rider(s) and drivers
4. The complete investigatory file from TNC, including all information used in arriving at the
decision to sanction the driver
C. Unless necessary to the investigation, all personal information concerning the riders will be
redacted by the Ombuds program from all documentation shared with the driver. If the rider
complaint involved allegation of threat or physical harm, the Ombuds and TNC will discuss how
to ensure the rider’s identifying information is protected. All investigation materials will remain
with the Ombuds office, and shall not be placed into the public record.
D. On request, the TNC company will review additional information provided by the Ombuds
during the complaint process, re‐interview drivers if appropriate, and consider reversal of prior
decision by TNC company.
E. When requested by the Ombuds office, the TNC rep(s) must meet and discuss documents
and complaints. Meeting requests shall be submitted via email and shall occur within ten
calendar days from the date of the request, unless both parties agree to a mutual date.
F. Permitted TNC companies may enter into a non‐disclosure agreement with Ombuds team
and supply the Ombuds team with documentation related to the internal decision‐making
Topic: Deactivated or Lost Access to Drivers (Ombuds and TNC Investigation Process)
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[Type here]

process or reasoning, including any algorithms, presumptions or standards that were applied in
determining whether a driver would be notified of a rider complaint or low rider rating, or
removed from (deactivated) from the driver platform.

Topic: Deactivated or Lost Access to Drivers (Ombuds and TNC Investigation Process)
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